Pierre Bayle (1647-1706) was one of the most famous and at the same time controversial scholars in the Republic of Letters in the late seventeenth century. From Pierre Jurieu -his former friend and principal supporter, later one of his strongest adversaries -to Voltaire and the French encyclo paedists, or the German exponents of the early Enlightenment like Tho masius, as well as Leibniz and Gottsched, who published the first German translation of Bayle's Historical and Critical Dictionary:2 there has been a wide range of interpretations and evaluations of Bayle's critical works. In the early eighteenth century his main work was published and translated in several revised editions, appended with comments, critical reviews, and refutations of contemporary scholars, completed with addenda and rectifying statements, emended with supplementary annotations and extended by corrections. In the European context Bayle's comprehensive work set off a controversy within the learned world which has continued to the present day.
Bayle's method of literary criticism was considered an exemplary mas terpiece that represented the skills of editors, journalists, and scholars to produce striking works of lasting effect. His dictionary gained recognition because, as Voltaire emphasised, it embodied the principle of nonpartisan critique: 'Soyez impartial.' According to Voltaire's Conseils à un journaliste (1737), Bayle was the true founder of a new era of literary criticism: More moderately, Christian Thomasius, the founder of the first German language learned journal, entitled Monatsgespräche (1688), also appre ciated his French precursor Bayle. Even though he published anonymously, Bayle was well known as the editorial journalist of the Nouvelles de la république des lettres. Another contemporary vote, that of Anthony Ashley Cooper, the third Earl of Shaftesbury, defended Bayle against the vehe ment polemics and crossfire of attacks he was exposed to with the follow ing characterisation:
Whatever he might be in speculation, he was in practice one of the best of Christians, and almost the only man I ever knew who, professing philoso phy, lived truly as a philosopher; with that innocence, virtue, temperance,
